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RESOLUTION
OF THE
COMMONWEALTH TRANSPORTATION BOARD
January 18, 2012
MOTION
Made By: Mr. Bowie Seconded By: Mr. Keen
Action: Motion Carried, Unanimously
Title: Limited Access Control Changes, Interstate 77, Wythe County
WHEREAS, Interstate 77 (I-77) was designated as a limited access highway by the State
Highway Commission, predecessor to the Commonwealth Transportation Board (CTB), on
October 4, 1956; and,
WHEREAS, the original limited access designation for Project 0077-098-101, RW-202
provided two limited access breaks as follows: “The Roadway under Bridge at or near Station
1622+00 and Station 1626+80 is to provide passage across the right of way without access to the
Traveled Roadway for the adjoining landowner”; and,
WHEREAS, a bridge replacement project was developed, designed and constructed in
accordance with the VDOT project process; and,
WHEREAS, the replacement of the original bridges under Project 0077-098-105, B623,
B624 required reconstruction of the roadway under the bridges near Station 1626+80 with the
roadway location being slightly changed on a skew to facilitate grading and drainage; and,
WHEREAS, the proposed change in the location of the roadway and limited access
break is needed to facilitate construction and is a project related change providing no benefit to
the adjacent landowner.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, in accordance with the provisions of
§33.1-58 of the Code of Virginia (1950), as amended, and the statutes of the Commonwealth of
Virginia, and CTB polices, the CTB hereby approves the modifications to the existing limited
access control, changing the northern limited access break from “providing passage at or near
Station 1626+80” to “providing passage across the right of way without access to the Traveled
Roadway for the adjoining landowner between Stations 1626+25 and 1628+50, excluding any
bridge pier locations”. The Commissioner is authorized to execute any document necessary to
implement such change.
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